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ABSTRACT
This report documents a computer system designed for three
dimensional space allocation during the early stages of
architectural design. The system is called Multilevel Allocation
Scheme - MAS - and is Installed on the MAGIC system at the
Architecture Machine Group in MIT's Department of Architecture.
MAS uses
to investigate
arrangement in
interactive calligraphic, refresh display
one way to deal with architectural space
three dimensions.
technology
The basic algorithms for space arrangement have been adopted
from the earlier IMAGE system. However these have been modified
for application to three dimensional problems. MAS is designed to
assist the user to cope with multiple-constrained problems. The
essence which distinguishes MAS from other systems is its
capability to deal with three dimensional objects and its
implementation on a minicomputer. Two display screens have been
used and perspective with hidden-line elimination routines has
been Implemented, both to assist in visualization.
This report includes one application project conducted with a
practicing architect. A user's manual and a programmer's manual
are also Included.
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OVERVIEW
I OVERVIEW
The aim of the MAS system is to explore how computer aids can
be employed in the early stages of architectural design to produce
architectural space arrangements in three dimensions.
Until now, a great deal of effor t has been appl ied to the
problem of space allocation. Each of these efforts has important
suggestions for problem solving, and proves the difficulty of the
space allcation problem. However, this report does not intend to a
review of that literature. The readers should refer instead to
literature listed in the bibliography.
This reports documents the concept, development,
implementation and evaluation of MAS, both as a specific system
and as an exemplar of future Computer Aided Design (CAD).
I-1 DERIVATION
There have been two previous attempts at MIT to produce
computer aided design systems, from which MAS is derived. These
attempts include IMAGE and U-DESIGN. IMAGE was developed from 1968
to 1972, under NSF support, and is one of the earliest and most
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comprehensive attempts in this field of CAD. The motivation behind
IMAGE was derived from a report(1) that analysed the requirements
for a CAD system written for the National Science Foundation:
"Based on a case history of an actual design project, the report
concluded that spatial arrangement was a central task of form
creation in terms of both interest and time. It suggested that a
set of computer routines which aided this spatial synthetic
activity would be a great asset to a designer. Moreover, it
concluded that those routines should communicate graphically, be
interactive, and accept a variety of form constraining objects."
As a result of IMAGE, methods, to generate spatial
arrangement for the multiple constraints problem and to evaluate
those arrangements in terms of various canstraints, were
developed. The capabilities and efficiencies of the IIAGE
approach, however, could not overcome the inconvenience and the
cost effect of using the system. This is partly because IMAGE uses
time sharing system and no graphical commands. The precise
information about the IMAGE system can be found in its many
publication meterials.(2)
The U-DESIGN was completed as a thesis project in 1975 by
Steven Yale Handel at MIT under the same support received for this
thesis (3). An important aspect of the U-DESIGN system is that it
proved that the method developed in the IMAGE project could be
Implemented on small, inexpensive computer hardware. Consequently,
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it was possible to implement dynamic computer graphics that
improved the interface between man and machine.
MAS System takes advantage of these two previous efforts,
extending their capabilities to solve architectural problems in
three dimansions. The distinctive characteristic of HAS System is
its capability to handle spaces as three dimensional objects
within a three dimensional context. Namely, MAS allows the user
flexibility to manipulate spaces in terms of both varying ceiling
height and multiple floor levels. MAS improves upon the abilities
of the two previous systems in its handling of constraints and the
input techniques of these constraints. MAS System suggests a
prototype for a design system that truly can deal with three
dimensional objects most effectively.
Distinctive features of the MAS System
A) TECHNIQUES FOR DIPLAYING THREE DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS
1) OrthographIc Representation
I) Specification of the view on the display screens
a) cursor indicates & changes
view direction
cutting location
status of the other screen
b) auxiliary cursor (dotted) indicates & changes
view depth of the other screen
c) key figure for the viewing directions.
ii) Coordination between two screens
a) panning
b) scaling
ili) Input technique for the location in three dimensions
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2) Perspective Representation
i) Hidden-line removal
ii) Specification of view position and direction
B) GRAPHICAL INPUT TECHNIQUES FOR CONSTRAINTS
1) Adjacency
2) Overlap
3) Enclosure
4) Maximum distance
5) Minimum distance
6) Area
7) Proportion
8) Dimension (X Y Z)
9) Attributes
C) ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVING CONSTRAINTS IN THREE DIMENSIONS
1) Adjacency
2) Overlap
3) Enclosure
4) Maximum distance
5) Minimum distance
1-2 AIMS OF MAS SYSTEM
1-2-1 Characteristics of Architectural Design in the Early
Stages
The tasks in the early stages of architectural design are to
devise several possible planning solutions, to evaluate these
solutions according to various requirements, and to select one or
a few solutions which will be pursued in greater detail.
It is during these early stages that crucial decisions are
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made. This is one of the most significant characteristics of
architectural design. These processes (i.e. devising possible
solutions, evaluating these solutions, and selecting solutions)
occur in a mixed manner. Due to the inductive rather than
deductive nature of these processes, the creativity of the
designer can play an important role in architectural design: in
other words, architectural design intensely calls for creativi ty.
Requirements from which solutions are evaluated, would be
categorised to User's needs and to the constraints of the
environment. These two sets of requirements are complex and
relationships between them is sometimes beyond our imagination.
This is due to the highly developed and Intricate nature of human
activities that determine the architecture. There are other basic
problems as well, one of which is how to solve the conflict
between the user's needs and the environmental constraints. This
conflict is not unusual. A futher problem is a way to deal with
qualitative values by which requirements are often specified.
Differing from quantitative constraints, qualitative expressions
that are the same can imply different values and vice versa.
Therefore, it is very important to find out not only how to assess
these requirements but how to decide where the standpoint should
be when these requirements are assessed.
Problems of architectural design in early stages still exceed
this circumscription of the complexity mentioned above. The reason
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being that: in the process of creating a solution, the designer is
required to be arnied with knowledge as to how to apply the various
technologies that are developing with increasing speed. These
technologies allow us to propose more solutions than those which
we could propose without them. However, when these technologies
are applied to solve problems, we have to consider the impact of
the technologies from various aspects.
In order to cope with some of these aspects of architectural
design, we need to construct a systematic methodology, as the
conventional design method is becoming a less sufficient way to
create solutions. The tenor of MAS System project is to
investigate one way to apply computers to architectural problems.
1-2-2 Interactive Graphics Approach
The MAS System is constructed to explore the way a human and
a machine can cooperate in the process of architectural design.
This type of system (a Human/Machine Interactive System) is
based on the fact that the machine excels humans at performing
certain tasks. Even if the tasks of architectural design can be
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clearly divided into two portions --- one that can be processed by
a machine more efficiently and the other that can be managed by a
human more effectively --- the sequences of these tasks are rather
complex. it is impossible to separate these sequences from each
other clearly and unequivocally,
Another basis for an interactive graphics approach is the
failure of the algorithms for generating spatial arrangements.
Much effort has been made in the space allocation problem solving
area. However, none of the algorithms developed are successfully
used for a design problems In the "real world". The failure of
these algorithms is mainly caused by the lack of a capability to
deal with qualitative values (intangible values). Namely, none of
these algorithms has the ability to transform from a qualitative
value judgement to a quantitative value judgement and vice versa.
Problems that deal with qualitative values are essentially
complex. Their type of complexity differs from the complexity
created by the combination of many simple problems. The computer
is well suited to deal with the latter.
in order to cope with the the problems that deal with the
former type of complaxity, MAS System promotes extended
capabilities for man-machine Interaction. There still is an
enormous amount of study in the various fields of Architecture,
Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence), Psychology, etc. in
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order to implement a mechanism that transforms qualitative values
to quantitative values in computer programs. Therefore, the MAS
system will not produce a solution by itself: rather it is
intended to provide a better environment in which the designer can
wo rk on archi tectural prob lems.
In order to enhance capabilities which allow interaction
between human and machine, dynamic graphics is much more suitable
as a medium than static graphics. This is due to the
transformational information with which dynamic graphics is
capable of dealing.
In order to let computer programs perform a certain task, we
have to implement data and logic to the computer. The nature of
data in essence is quantitative, the other hand, the nature of
logic is not only quantitative but also qualitative. Accordingly,
it is essential for us to find out a proper logic in order to
control qualitative values. Of course, logic implemented in
computer programs controls data, hence data also could have
qualitative meanings. Moreover, in modern computer languages, the
difference between logic and data is becoming less defined. In
this circumstance, the proper logic which conducts proper
"actions" of computers needs to be found in order to control
qual i tat i ve values.
As for MAS, its capability to figure out qualitative context
11
of problems are at i 1 llmma ture, and the qual'i ta ti ve val ue
Judgements are mostly performed by the user himself. The
qualitative value judgements which are presently performed by the
user wil l be accomplisihed gradually by the computer i-tself. The
MAS has a possibility to be a system which has a enough
intelligence to know to create a better solution for us.
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1-3 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE ORGANIZATION
All computer programs of the HAS system are written in PL/1
language. To implement MAS to the minicomputer, the overlay scheme
was adopted. Currently, MIAS has a main and eight overlaid portions
of programs.
These are: main
CALLIN
CALLVW
CALLSP
CALLCO
CALLMV
CALLAR
CALLPP
CALLRL
X' 0000
X'49BA'
X'49 BA'
X' 49 BA'
X'49BA'
X'49 BA'
X'49 BA'
X'49 BA'
X'49BA'
-- X'49BA'
-- X'8356 '
-- X'8188'
-- X'7472'
-- X'970A'
-- X'7506'
-- X'8E98'
-- X'85E6'
-- X'9A18'
Numbers Indicate their length.
The organization of the MAS system is depicted in figure 1-1.
Each program and the main data structures are explained In the
appendix of this paper,
13
The
is shown
MAS uses
hardware configuration of MAGIC in which MAS is installed
in figure 1-2.
MINICOMPUTER memory 64k bytes
IMLAC DISPLAY memory 32k bytes
MOVING HEAD DISK memory 2314m bytes
LINE PRINTER
14
figure 1-1 THE MAS SYSTEM
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DISPATCHER
INITIALIZATION
CALLIN
MOVE SPACES
CALMV
CHANGE VIEW
CALLVW
ARRANGE
CALLAR
MAKE SPACES
CALLSP
PERSPECTIVE
CALLPP
CONSTRAIN
CALLCO
PERSPECTIVE
CALLRL
figure 1-2 THE MAGIC SYSTEM
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COL OR XEROX
/000 LINE TV
COLOR MONITOR
To mIT cABLE rv
EXPLANAT ION
OF MAS SYSTEM'S
CAPABILITIES AND FUNCTIOMS
. .!. . .-T
figure 2-1
MA vIM
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Il-1 SCREEN FORMAT
The MAS system uses a
calligraphic display with two
screens refreshed from the same
buffer. Both screens have the same
format shown in figure 2-1. The
format includes a display window,
two menus, a key figure, a scaling
indicator, indications for xy and
z axis and the name of the
projection type.
Il-1-1 Display Window
The display window is the area
in which the spaces are displayed.
The size of the display window is
3200 rasters about six and a half
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inches square in shape. The
coordinate system of the display
window is the orthogonal two
dimensional coordinate field of
the three dimensional data space.
All the figures displayed ih the
display window are clipped at the
border of the display window.
11-1-2 Menus
Two menus are stacked one above
the other, formi ng a column to one
side of the screen. The side on
which they appear is determined by
the user: for right handed users,
the menus will appear to the right
of the display window; for left
handed users to the left. This 'is
done so that figures displayed in
the window area will not be
obscured by the user's arm when he
18
II E SPACES
OwM  ~S
NOmDESia
PVcTIVE
WlIT
~1
CIPAILATION
LviMO M
figure 2-2
~a4C 1011 0 O ONTUT4,LO
WHICH HM" DO YOU POINT UITH, L OR R 7JR0I T MAN'
figure 3-3
points at an item in the menu
list. Figure 2-2 shows the screen
format for the left handed user.
The handedness of the user is
queried at the very begining of
the design process ( figure 2-3 ).
The upper of the two menus will
be refered to as MENU1 throughout
this paper. This menu lists the
various modes in which MAS can
operate; these are modes into
which the user can put himself as
he wishes. In MENU1, the item
"NODES/BOXES" and "QUIT" have
somewhat different functions.
"QUIT" is the item that should be
pointed at to terminate the MAS
system and to return to the
operating system. "NODES/BOXES" is
the light buttom to which the user
points when he wants to change the
representation of the spaces:
between GRAPH and CUBOIDS. Both
representations have their own
19
CHANGE VIEU
NODES/BOXES
MAKE SPACES
CONSTRAIN
ARRANGE
PERSPECTIVE
OJIT
figure 2-4
MENU1 which is shown in figure
2-4. The other light buttons
include: "CHANGE VIEW", "MAKE
SPACES", "CONSTRAIN", "MOVE
SPACES", "ARRANGE" and
"PERSPECTIVE" The user is informed
as to which mode he is In by a
blinking technique. Note: blinking
is achieved by pointing at the
light button with the light pen.
The menu area below MENU1 is
refered to as MENU2. This menu is
changed as different modes of
IENU1 are "activated". These
subordinate menus will be
explained later in conjunction
with descriptions of the modes of
MIENU1.
11-1-3 Key Figure
20
CHAO VIEU
NOcs-SOXES
MAKE SPACES
COITRAIN
MOVE SPACES
PERSPECTIVE
QUIT
figure 2-4
Each screen has a small key
figure at the upper right hand
side corner. This key figure has
two little arrows, one of which is
always blinking. The blinking
arrow indicates the viewing
direction of its own screen. The
other non-blinking arrow indicates
the view of the other screen.
(figure 2-4)
1l-1-4 Scale, Axes and Display
Type Name
On each screen, there are two
axes which indicate a pair of x, y
and z directions. Under the
display portion of the screen,
projection type name and scaling
Indication appear. The proper unit
of the scale is chosen according
21
A
to the current scale.
11-1-5 Cursor
The cursor is a indicator of
the cutting location, direction
and width of the other screen. The
cursor does not appear when the
viewing directions of the two
screens are either the same or the
opposite. The active cursor has an
associated dotted line which
indicates the depth of field of
the other screen.
Both cursors and the dotted
line are positionable with the
light pen. The cursors are used to
change the view direction of the
screens ( precise explanation is
in CHANGE VIEW ). When one space
22
is cut by the active cursor, this
space appears on the other screen
brighter than the other spaces.
This dfference of intensity allows
the user to separate the plane in
which he is working from the
background (elevational) figures.
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11-2 GRAPH AND CUBOID
REPRESENTATION
MAS has two kinds of space
representations; one of which is
the GRAPH (node and link)
representation, and the other is
the CUBOID space representation.
MAS deals with both the
absolute and the relative three
dimensional location of spaces,
and the three dimentional sizes of
spaces accoding to various
constraints.
In the GRAPH representation,
the node denotes the location of
the spaces and the link denotes
the adjacency constraint. In the
CUBIOD representation, each space
24
Process Typo oF Representation
GRAPH CUBOID
CHANGE VIEW
MAKE SPACES
CONSTRAIN
Adjacency
Overlap
Enclose
Max. Dist.
Mn. Dist.
Area
Proportion
Dimension(x y z)
Attributes
MOVE SPACES
ARRANGE
PERSPECTIVE
Change Eye Loc.
Real View
f igure 2-5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
has actual volume instead of the
adjacency constraint. These two
kinds of representations can be
chosen by pointing at the item
"NODES/BOXES" in the MENU1 list.
But some processes are
particularly assigned to either
type of representation. (figure
2-5)
11-2-1 GRAPH
The Architecture Machine Group
is currenity working on a project
called YONA. This project derived
its name from Yona Friedman, a
consultant responsible for its
basic philosophy (4).
YONA is a computer system which
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assists the non-designer to design
his/her own home. The basic
concept of this project consists
in the difficulty of comnunication
between the user and the designer
of the house which should be
designed according to the
personality of the user.
YONA's underlying structure is
In graph theory. Nodes and
linkages of the graph denote
spaces and connections among them.
Since the connectivity of spaces
is one of the most important and
basic constraints in early stages
of architectural design, this
graph representation is very
useful to roughly capture the
relationship between spaces.
Especially, in terms of
architectural design, it is
important to determine whether or
not the graph is either planar or
non-planar because planarity of
26
the graph assures the possibility
of a solution. The planarity,
however, applies only to two
dimensional objects. Therefore the
planarity no longer has meaning in
the MAS system. Even so, the graph
itself is a useful vehicle in
order to capture the relative
location of spaces in three
dimensions.
27
11-2-2 CUBOID
Cuboid has been chosen to
represent actual spaces. In part,
this is because cuboids minimize
computational complexity. And, in
part, this is because cuboids
approximate a real
3-dimens i onal i ty, i nd i g i nous to
large portions of the built
environment.
Each cuboid is defined by six
variable descriptors, which
contain the data necessary to
describe the position and size of
rectangular volume in Euclidean
space. Therefore it is impossible
to rotate each space in the MAS
system.
28
1 1-3 MODES OF MENU1
feg 20 ur 2-
f igure 2-6
aO 'lieu
"001,00
In this section, the MAS
system's capabilities and
functions are explained according
to the modes of MENU1. When HAS i s
started, the user will be asked
which hand he points with. The
user should type "R" or "L". Then
the mode of the system Is set up
at the "MAKE SPACES" mode, and the
status of the two display screens
are initialized as in figure 2-1
and figure 2-6.
11-3-1 General Typed-in
Commands
29
..................
4 type-in commands exist which
can be typed in anytime. These are
, "SAVE", "GET" and "NO [ENU".
"fil
This command allows the
user to return
temporarily to MAGIC,
the operating system.
Then to continue the
design process, "CO"
must be typed.
"SAVE"
This command allows the
user to save current
data. He does this by
typing the file name
together wi th "SAVE"
command (i.e. "SAVE
IT"). Otherwise, he will
be asked the file name.
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"GET"
This is the complement
of the "SAVE" command.
With this command,
previously stored data
can be retrieved. The
user does this by typing
the file name to be
retrieved together with
"GET" (i.e. "GET IT").
Otherwise, he will be
asked the file name.
note: If "SAVE" or "GET" fails,
the system will be left in
MAGIC. This affords the
examination of the file
name in the directory. To
continue the process, "CO"
should be typed.
File names are associated
with the suffix ".DATA",
but must not be named
31
expl i ci tl y as such. The
system does it
automatically.
"NO MENU"
This command allows the
user to erase MENU2. To
retrieve MENU2, he
should point at the
appropriate Item of
MENUl. If he Is in the
"MAKE SPACES" mode, he
should call the menu
again.
11-3-2 CHANGE VIEW
This mode allows the
manipulation of functions relating
32
....0 .. 6. v i t.
uMM view
CM-,11 NU
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CO".WA'N
MM VIW
Is~a ve
figure 2-
'I
to the display screens. It's
functions are somewhat janitorial
and are not a design aid per se
(figure 2-7).
Menu for C1HANGE VIEW
7
(figure 2-8)
THIS SCREEN
OTER SCREEN
MOVE VIEW
SHINK VIEW
EXPANO VIEW
figure 2-8
- THIS SCREEN -
- OTHER SCREEN -
These two light buttons are
related to submodes, in which the
behaviour of the cursosr is
different. The default is "OTHER
SCREEN". Accordingly the item
"OTHER SCREEN" is blinking. In
order to change, it is nesessary
to point at the opposite item with
the light pen.
33
2
Submode "THIS SCREEN"
--- item THIS SCREEN is
blinki ng
By moving the cursor, the user
can change the viewing direction
of that screen.
This submode is necessary to
get the same viewing direction on
each screens.
Submode "OTHER SCREEN"
--- item OTHER SCREEN is
blinking
By moving the cursor, the
user can change the viewing
direction of the other screen.
This submode is necessary to
change the location of sections on
one screen without changing the
view of the other.
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- MOVE VIEW -
"""" of
+
f igure 2-9
This submode allows the user to
pan. By pointing at this menu item
with the light pen, the user can
go Into the MOVE VIEW submode.
In this submode, the window can
be moved over the data base by
following the position of the
cross which has appeared at the
center of the display window. To
terminate this submode, the user
must point at the item "RETURN"
with the light pen. (figure 2-9)
- SHRINK VIEW -
- EXPAND VIEW -
While pointing at either of
these light buttons, the image is
35
ClAMdE VIEW
figure 2-10
...' es. uE
ENTRY CiWM VIEU
STAIRCASE r SA
C0O1IN
CIRCILAIIO
OTR SCD.
L 'le"0 Seli V.U
o - FLO PLAN .--.00 VIN
z'
f igure 2-11a
scaled up (or down). For every
four times the image is redrawn,
the scale becomes twice as large
(or small) as before.
When the scale of the screen
reaches the scale of the other
screen, the movement will
terminate. If the user want to
continue the same manupulation
beyond this point, he has to
release the button of the light
pen and push it again.
2-10)
C."Md VIEW
P S@EillE
9.UE VIEU
1141 "'*:""
figure 2-11b
(figure
Screen manupulation for CHANGE
VIEW
Cursor
In order to change the viewing
direction or the cutting location
of either screen, the user should
move the appropriate cursor with
36
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CONSTAIN
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____________ .I.v13
figure 2-12a
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f igure 2-12b
11-3-3 MAKE SPACES
This mode allows the user to
create spaces or to delete spaces.
This is the initial mode when the
MAS system is started.
37
It
the light pen. When he needs to
move the non-active cursor, he
should point at the either side of
the display window with the light
pen, whereupon the cursor will
appear under the light pen.
When the cursor is let go near
the one of the four sides of the
display window , the previous
status of the screen will return.
By moving the dotted line which
belongs to the active cursor, he
can change the depth of view of
the screen. (figure 2-1la, figure
2-11b, figure 2-12a, figure 2-12b)
emS va~S
39 P"IrLOaft PLAN
f igure 2-13
ENTRY
CIRCULATION
KITCHEN
DINING ROOM
LIVING ROOM
BATHROOM
BEDROOM
STUDY
STAIRCASE
PATIO
CLOSET
figure 2-14
mum we=
inI
i....
(figure2-13)
Menu for MAKE SPACES
No menus are built-in for this
mode, rather, the user has to
prepare menus Otherwise he has to
type In space names one by one.
These typed-in space names appear
in the MENU2 area. The length of
these space names cannot exceed 12
characters.
When he has a prepared menu, he
can call for it by typing its file
name preceeded by "MENU ", then
menu items will appear in the
MENU2 area. (figure 2-14)
Any name typed after that will
appear in the MENU2 area, also.
Procedure to Make Menus:
38
I
EDIT HOSE.ENU
EDIT
U
I ENTRY*150
2 CIRCULATIONs120
3 KITCHCN8330
4 DINING ROOMs250
5 LIVING R00M*500
8 BATHROOM'*110
I BEDROOM'240
8 STUDY*200
9 STAIRCASE*160
10 PATIO'800
11 CLOSETS 0
figure 2-15
At the MAGIC level, the user
can make a file which contains
space names. The file name for
this space names should have the
suffix ".MENU". Names can have up
one blank, but as above cannot
exceed 12 characters in length.
Each space name can be
associated with an area
constraint. To specify this area
constraint, the user must put the
number of desired square feet
immediately following the space
name, separated by "*".
Each file can hold up to 12
space names. (figure 2-15)
Screen Manipulation for MAKE
SPACES
On either screen, the user can
make a space by pointing at the
name in the MENU2 list, and then
dragging it onto the display area.
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A space is thus created where
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and pushing the button quickly.
11-3-4 CONSTRAIN
figure 2-17b
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determined by the position of the
screen surface. (figure 2-16a,
figure 2-16b)
The spaces that already exists
inside the display area can be
moved by the 1 ight pen. ( Note:
low intensity figure is not
sensi tive wi th the l ight pen.)
(figure 2-17a, figure 2-17b)
A space is deleted by pointing
at the space with the light pen
Y
I
This mode allows the user to
specify a variety of constraints.
---sa It is the kernel of the design
01 method implicit in HAS. (figure
2-18)
0 . 0 .. Menu for CONSTRAIN
figure 2-18
Each item of the menu
represents a submode, within which
the particular tasks are
excutable. The current submode
blinks. In order to move from
submode to submode, it is only
necessary to point at another
light button.
There are two kinds of
constraints; one of which deals
with the relationships between two
spaces, and the other which deals
with the attributes of a single
space. The former group consists
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ADJACENT
OVERLAP
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AREA
PROPORT ION
DIMENSION
ATTRIBUTES
PRINT OUT
figure 2-19
of ADJACENT, OVERLAP, ENCLOSE,
MAX.DIST. and MIN.DIST., the
latter group consists of AREA,
PROPORTION, DIMENSION(X Y Z) and
ATTRIBUTES.
The specification of each is
posted above the display area.
(figure 2-19)
- ADJACENT -
This submode only relates to
the graph representations. By a
two step process, the adjacency
constraint can be specified
between two spaces. The result is
that the machine will try to make
the two spaces tangent, at least
corner to corner.
The first step is to activate a
space by pointing at it with the
light pen or by typing its name,
thus causing it to blink. Then,
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figure 2-20
the adjacency constraint can be
specified by pointing at any other
space or typing any other space
name. Finally, a line appears
between the spaces. (figure 2-20)
To deactivate the space, the
user points at it with the light
pen or types its name.
By the same process, this
adjacency constraint can be
removed.
- OVERLAP -
This constraint
same manner as the
constraint.
This cause the
overlap between tw
is input in the
ADJACENT
machine to allow
o spaces.
- ENCLOSE -
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This constraint can be input in
the same manner as the ADJACENT
constraint. Its application is
important in evolving the envelop
of the building, in handling the
location site of the building.
- MAX.DIST. -
This submode is only executable
in a cubold mode of
representation.
The constraint MAX.DIST. means
the distance within which the
machine can move two spaces is
limited.
The process of inputting data
is similar to that in the ADJACENT
submode. The f i rst step
(activating the space) is exactly
same. The second step is dragging
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any other spaces wi th the l ight
pen to specify the distance which
is posted in the information area.
The user also can specify the
distance by typing in the space
name and the distance.
Distance is calculated from the
surface of the space to the
surface of the other space in
three dimensions.
- MIN.DIST. -
This submode is only assigned
to cuboid representation.
This constraint is input in the
same manner as the MAX.DIST.
constraint.
It causes the machine to move
spaces beyond the distance
specified in the MIN.DIST.
submode.
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- AREA -
This submode is only assigned
to the cuboid representation.
In this submode, the size of
any spaces can be changed with the
AREA BE100@ 3H at.
light pen. The user can also input
the data by typing the space name
and its square footage. (figure
2-21)
C AT
figure ?- PROPORTION -
f igure 2-21
This submode is only assigned
to the cuboid representation.
The proportion is the ratio of
the length of the X edge and the Y
edge of the space, and it is
represented as a percentage.
The process of inputting data
46
is the same as that in the AREA
submode.
- DIMENSION(X Y Z) -
JSTAIKhE 21L
figure 2-22a
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This submode is also only
assigned to the cuboid
representation.
This submode is divided into
three lower submodes, where the
user can input the X, Y or Z
dimension respectively.
To change the lower submode,
the user should point at the item
"DIMENSION" with the Iight pen.
The indication of the current
lower submode (X, Y or Z) will
appear under the item "DI[MENSION".
(figure 2-22a, figure 2-22b)
note: AREA, PROPORTION and
DIMENTION (X, Y) are
related to each other.
The data that is inputted
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last has a priority in
this system.
When the user type the
space name with the datum
0, the user delete the
data of AREA, PROPORTION
and DIMENSION (X, Y)
altogether. (figure 2-23)
- ATTRIBUTES -
This submode has three lower
submodes, which are "fixed",
"rigid" and "<fresh>". These
attributes are related to the
behaviour of the spaces in the
ARRANGE mode. Namely, the machine
cannot move the "fixed" spaces,
and the machine cannot change the
size of the "rigid" spaces.
In the "<fresh>" submode, the
user can delete the "fixed" and
"rigid" attributes of the spaces.
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figure. 2-24
- PRINT OUT -
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By pointing at this item with
the light pen, the user can get
the data of the constraints listed
on the line printer. (figure 2-24)
After printing, the submode
It.
will be set up to the ADJACENT
submode.
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11-3-5 MOVE SPACES
This mode only relates to the
graph representations. The user's
main task in this mode is to
initialize the location of the
spaces in three dimensions from
which the machine begins to
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f igure 2-25
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figure 2-26
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suboptimize the configuration.
(figure 2-25)
Menu for MOVE SPACES
Each item of the menu
represents capabilities which can
be excuted by pointing at the
Item. These operations would be
applied to the active nodes, if
any. Otherwise, these are applied
to all nodes. (figure 2-26)
- MI RROR
- MI RROR
x
Y
By pointing
light pen, the
mirrored Image
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at these with
user gets the
of the active
the
part
IMOM x
ROTATE-
ExMat
of the nodes about the X or Y axis
of the screen.
active nodes,
be applied to
If there are no
this operation will
all the nodes.
- ROTATE + -
- ROTATE - -
While pointing at these with
the light pen, the active portion
of the spaces will be rotated
clockwise(+) or
counter-clockwise(-). If there are
no active nodes, this operation
will be applied to all the nodes.
- SHRINK -
- EXPAND -
While pointing at these with
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the light
will move
there are
operation
nodes.
pen, the active nodes
together or apart. If
no active nodes, this
is applied to all the
- DEACTIVATE -
bu
be
By pointing at this light
tton, all the active nodes will
deactivated.
- INK -
This facillity is used to
activate more than one space. By
pointing at this light button, the
track CROSS is turned on. By
dragging the CROSS to the
appropriate location without
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MOVE SPACES
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figure 2-27b can activate and relocate it.
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When the user points at one of
a set of active nodes, he moves
them all together.
When there are some active
nodes, and the user points at a
non-active node, all active nodes
are deactivated, and the node at
which he is pointing will be
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figure 2-28a
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letting go of the button, the user
defines his starting point. After
letting It go once, he can draw a
line by moving the CROSS. The
nodes which are enclosed by this
l i ne w I I I be a c t i va ted ( i e: w 1 1
blink ). The effective depth of
this facility is the same as the
current view depth. (figure 2-27a,
figure 2-27b)
Screen Manipulation for MOVE
SPACES
By pointing at a node, the user
tI ~ ~ 3 ?w Ps XNP~ ~
figure 2-28b
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movable. (figure 2-28a, figure
2-28b, figure 2-28c)
1 1-3-6 ARRANGE
This mode is only assigned to
the cuboid representation. In this
mode, the machine will
automatically change the location
and the size of the spaces in
three dimensions to achieve the
constraints which have been input.
This operation is applied only to
the deactivated spaces. This
operation is explained in the
section, Background Movement for
ARRANGE. At any moment, the user
can interrupt the machine's action
and excute certain tasks. (figure
2-29)
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Menu for ARRANGE
DEACTIVATE
MOVE ONLY
RESHAPE %~L Y
SEE LINKS
PLAN
figure 2-30
(figure 2-30)
- DEACTIVATE -
By pointing at this light
button, all active spaces will be
deactivated.
- MOVE ONLY -
By pointing at this light
button, the user enters into the
MOVE ONLY submode, in which the
spaces are moved and not reshaped.
To move the space, the user points
55
at it and drag it with the light
pen.
To terminate this submode, the
user should point at it or
"RESHAPE ONLY".
- RESHAPE ONLY -
By pointing at this light
button, the user enters the
RESHAPE ONLY submode, in which he
can only reshape the spaces. To
reshape the space he points at i t
and squeezes or expands it with
the light pen. In this submode, by
pointing at the name of the space,
the user can grab i ts corner
easily. Therefore he can reshape
two sides of the space
s i mu 1 taneous 1 y.
To terminate this submode, the
user should point at it or "MOVE
ONLY".
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- SEE LINK -
While pointing at this light
button, the configuration of the
i. spaces is displayed in a graph
.MV." representation on both screens.
"" (figure 2-31)
This facility is used to see
the current adjacency requirements
in the ARRANGE mode.
MTVA1E
,M8M QQ.9
M Ly"si8 1 a 38 Nee I FLOWR PKAN 1
f igur e 2-31-IN
This is the same facility as
that in the "M1OVE SPACES" mode.
(e: activate)
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Screen Manipulations for
ARRANGE
By pointing at the name of a
space and dragging it with the
light pen, the user can relocate
it to the new position.
By pointing at the edge of the
" space with the light pen, the user
W6ISO
can change the size of the space
by varying one dimension (ie: that
perpendicular to the edge), or by
pointing at the corner of the
space, he can change both the
, ?qL W --o F- P- "" dimensions. (figure 2-32)
figure 2-32
Background Movement for ARRANGE
While the user arranges the
spaces, the machine keeps
suboptimizing the configuration of
spaces in accordance with the
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constraints specified by the user.
KEEP OUT ( default function )
This is a default, avoiding the
overlap between spaces.
The sizes of the spaces are
modified.
Two different movements:
Vertical Movement:
When the Vertical overlap between
spaces is less than the 1/3 of the
floor height (3'4" -- based on the
default floor height of 10 feet),
the vertical movement of the upper
spaces will take place In an
upward direction only.
Horizontal Movement:
When the vertical overlap between
spaces is more than the 1/3 of the
floor height (3'4" -- based on the
default floor height of 10 feet),
59
horizontal movement will take
place.
ADJACENT
The two spaces are moved to
touch at least corner to corner in
three dimensions. Vertically
spaces are only pulled down.
The sizes of the spaces may be
modi fi ed.
OVERLAP
The two spaces are moved to
touch at least corner to corner in
three dimensions and KEEP OUT
function is not applied to them.
Vertically spaces are always
pulled down.
The sizes of the spaces ray be
modifi ed.
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ENCLOSE
The two spaces are moved to
enclose each other.
The sizes of the spaces are not
modi fi ed.
MAX.DIST.
When the current difference in
the Z direction is greater than
that specified by the user, either
one of the spaces is pulled down.
Otherwise both are moved
horizontally. The distance is
always calculated in three
dimensions.
The sizes of the spaces are not
modified.
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MI N.DI ST.
Two spaces
horizontally
dimensional d
are moved only
to satisfy the three
istance between them.
AR EA
The area constraint (this is
specified when spaces are made,
and is not that specified in the
CONSTRAIN mode) can be changed.
This has the first priority
among area, proportion and
dimension(x,y).
PROPORTION
When no proportion constraints
have been specified, the existing
proportion is used to arrange
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spaces. In this
proportion will
between 50'7 and
case the
be somewhere
200%.
DIMENSION
X -- When specified, the machine
adjusts the X dimension of the
space.
Y -- When specified, the machine
adjusts the Y dimension of the
space.
Z -- When specified, the machine
adjusts the Z dimension of the
space.
The machine adjust only
the upper edge of the space.
ATTRIBUTES
fi xed -- When specified, the
63
machine does not modify the
location of the space.
rigid -- When specified, the
machine does not adjust the
size of the space.
1 1-3-7 PERSPECTIVE
This mode allows the user to
display perspective with hidden
line removal. (figure 2-33)
figure 2-33
Menu for PERSPECTIVE
REAL VIEW
(figure 2-34)
PLAN-SECTION
SHRINK VIEW
PLAN EXPAND VIEW
figure 2-34
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By pointing at this light
button, the perspective
on the screen. (figure
figure 2-35b, figure 2-
is drawn
2-35a,
35c)
2-35a 
- PLAN-SECTION 
-
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After drawing
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and either a plan or
the perspective,
his light button,
ng is erased,
a section
drawing appears.
figure 2-35b
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- SHRINK VIEW -
- EXPAND VIEW -
These functions are exactly the
same as those in the CHANGE VIEW
mode.figure 2-35c
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Screen Manipulation for
PERSPECTIVE
On each screen,
scope figure which
view location and d
the perspective, By
dotted line with th
the user can change
of the eye position
its solid line with
the user can rotate
di rection.
there is a
indicates the
irection for
grabbing its
e light pen,
the location
By grabbing
the light pen,
the view
Algorithm fo hidden-line
removal
The hidden-lines of the
perspective are removed by means
of the Wornock algorithm. One
reason for its implementation is
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figure 2-369
that the number of i ts
instructions are few. Another, is
routines can be
implemented with the PL/I
in which MAS System is written.
language
In
addition, the amount of data is
small because MAS deals only with
Furthermore, all data can
be stored in the core memory of
the minicomputer at once, a
reqirement of the Wornock
This algorithm is
speed is rather slow.
(figure 2-36a, figure 2-36b,
figure 2-36c, figure 2-36d, f i gure
figure 2-36g)
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APPLICATION
(Experiment with an Architect)
III APPLICATION (Experiment with an architect)
In comparison to "real world" design tasks, the range of the
problems with which MAS can deal, Is rather basic and primitive.
To test exactly how primitive, and to examine the current
direction of MAS, a case study was undertaken with a practicing
architect. This case study provided the opportunity to investigate
the system's capabilities as used by a professional designer
unfamiliar with computer aids.
The collaborator for the case study was Herman Zinter, an
architect at The Architects Collaborative (TAC). He currently is
involved in the design of several hospital facilities, one in New
York and others in Minnesota. He also has teaching experience.
I 1-1 FIRST MEETING ( March, 31, 12:I45 pm - 2:15 pm, at MIlT )
An initial meeting was held with Herman Zinter and two of his
colleagues from TAC, Ken schwarz and Bill Sommerfeld. The purpose
of this first meeting was to demonstrate MAS' capabilities and to
explore the posibility of their participation in an experimental
application. For demonstration purposes, a hospital-like building
was designed with MAS. They asked numerous questions during this
68
session mostly about the capabilities and functions of the system.
After seeing the demonstration, they felt that MAS was not
well suited to their goals. They felt that the system functioned
best for "fine tuning" a given configuration rather than for
generating a broad range of alternatives, as they had hoped. They
decided, however, to try HAS in an experiment anyway, and they
suggested that the Fordham Hospital, a project in their office,
might be suitable for this experiment. The Fordham Hospital is to
be built in New York, but work is presently suspended for the
political reasons. They suggested the Fordham Hospital project
because it has been well documented throughout the design process.
A second meeting was arranged to examine the project more closely.
As a result of their comments during the first meeting, scale
indicators were installed for each of the screens and two menu
items in the constrain mode were changed from "NEAR'' to
"MAX.DIST." and from "FAR" to "HIN.DIST.".
I 1-2 SECOND MEETING ( April, 1, 12:45 pm - 3:00 pm, at TAC )
This meeting was held to develop, in detail, the exact nature
of the project to be explored in the case study.
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Herman Zinter outlined the design process during the Fordha-
Hospital project (figure 3-1). From his explanation, we tried to
identify that part of the design problem which would make a clear
and valid test of MAS' capabilities.
Their design process was divided into four steps:
architectural programming; schematic design; design development;
and detail design. The project is currently suspended at beginning
of the design development stage. During architectural programming,
the user's needs and the legal conditions were studied. in the
schematic design phase, the various types of rooms were examined.
And in design development, building configurations were generated
using constraints from schematic design and the characteristics of
the geometry of the site. Their reasoning was composed of a
mixture of the geometric constraints and considerations of the
human activities that would take place in the building. Within the
capabilities of MAS, it is very difficult to describe the
functional requirements of human activities: circulation,
supervision of patients, management and administration problems
etc.
There were additional problems as well. The number of the
rooms in the one nursing unit exceeded the data capacity of MAS.
Also, the architects search for a geometric solution had already
led to a successful configuration, and it was clear that any
alternative approach would just be a deceptive exercise. To make
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matters worse, the solution was heavily dependent upon a rather
unique, non-rectanglar arrangement.
After considering these problems, it was suggested that we
explore schematic configurational alternatives at the department
rather than at the room level. This seemed a good problem to
address with MAS, since the floor area of the hospital
necessitated multi level, while the adjacency requirements are
best solved on a single level. Furthermore, it was agreed that the
site size could be varied to explore the consequences of fitting
the building on different sites.
11 -3 THIRD MEETING (April, 5, 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm at TAC )
Based on the second meeting, Herman Zinter prepared a diagram
of the "Adjacency Requirements" between departments of the Fordham
Hospital project (figure 3-2). These were modified to fit MAS's
data capacity. That is some of the strongly connected department
were combined, and, to simulate the three dimensional arrangement
capabilities of the system, two elevator shafts were added as
vertical linkages (figure 3-3).
I i-4 FORTH MEETING ( April, 14, 4:00 pm - 6:15 pm, at ilT )
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The forth meeting Herman Zinter used the system for the first
time. He had been shown the system during the demonstration of the
first meeting, and it was thought that he would get used to the
operation of MAS as he designed a building. So he was asked to
begin the design of the building directly, to see if the system
would be self training.
Three menus had been prepared for the departments based on
the diagram from the third meeting. These were titled
FORDHAM1,FORDHAM2 and FORDHAM3 (figure 3-4a, figure 3-L4b, figure
3-4c). The three menus were explained to Herman and he entered
"MlAKS SPACES" modes. He called menus FORDHAM1 and FORDHAM2, making
several spaces on the screens (figure 3-5). He then went onto the
"CONSTRAIN" mode, to specify a few adjacency constraints (figure
3-6).
After a moment, Herman asked how he should behave during the
experiment; should he behave as if he had no specific knowledge
about solutions for the Fordham Hospital project. This dilema is
common to projects in which a previously solved problem is being
re-explored with a new tool. to diffuse his concerns, it was
agreed that since the aims of this experiment were to examine the
capabilities of the MAS system, he would work in any way he
wanted; he could let his own interests direct him as long as he
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was able to evaluate the system's capabilities and his ability to
use them.
He resumed work on the project, but after a short time, he
was once again confused. This time, the problem was more relevant
to the interests of the experiment. "When I saw the demonstration
for the first time, I saw it as a toy and didn't pay attention to
detail." He was now perplexed by the specific characteristics of
the new design tool.
He was especially disturbed by the ambiguity of the menus and
by difficulties in handling the light pen. Since the programming
of the HAS system had been completed only days before, there had
been no time to prepare a user's manual. We were forced, therefore,
to delay Herman's design efforts in order to clarify the meaning
of the various menus and to explain the use of the light pen.
There are two difficulties with the light pen. The first is a
mechanical problem; The light pen which we currently use is a
difficult device to handle. Its end, or sensing is too broad to
point with any accuracy. So, through the user may point at one
object, the light pen might see something entirely different. The
more accurate and reliable electro-mechanical device for the
manipulation of figures on the screen.
The second difficulty with the light pen is due to the
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obscurity of the proper operation which was expected by the
computer program. The pen's physical actions are simple; they are
composed of pointing actions and moving actions. However, these
two kinds of actions have different meaning, which could be
pointing, pushing, flipping, grabbing, moving, dragging, carruing,
squeezing, expanding, drawing, and so on. These intentions oF the
manipulations should substantiate their physical actions.
Herman was perplexed by the possibilities. "One time its like
a claw, dragging spaces about; at other times its like a -ur
blasting (deleting) spaces off the screen. I'm used to buttons
with function-like flashlights. Here I'm crushing, pushing,
blitzing and I don't know if its related to time. If I move it
fast does that mean move? If slow does that mean delete??" It .:as
clear that we could proceed no further with the design, without
first explicating the fundamentals of the systems. The remaining
hour and 20 minutes was spent doing just that. The meeting had
made it clear that the system was not a "learn as you go" system.
A manual or other form of training was necessary to ease the
interface between user and machine.
I1-5 FIFTH MEETING ( April, 16, 5:15 pm - 6:45 pm, at MIT )
The day before this meeting, Herman recieved a rough draft of
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the user's manual. This plus the training at the end of the forth
meeting proved since he used [AS quite positively. Hle proposed to
start designing anew with the emergency components: Triage,
Emergency Trauma, Emergency Psychiatry, Psychiatric Clinic,
Pediatric Screening, Adult Screening, Ambulatory Administration
etc. He called menus FORDHAMI1 and FORDHAM2, and made spaces
(departments) on the screens while referring to the diagram from
the third meeting (figure 3-7). He created nine spaces. Then he
went into the CONSTRAIN mode to specify the adjacency constraints.
At this point, he mentioned that he felt quite comfortable
using system. After specifying the adjacency constraints, he
noticed that these adjacency were not all of the same importance.
Since no weight factors for any constraints are yet implemented in
MAS, it was decided that MAX.DIST. would be better for those
adjacency constraints which were less important than others.
Before doing this, however he rearranged the spaces in the display
so that lines between nodes did not pass through any names. This
visual clarity seemed important to him; He had mentioned it
several times. Once the diagram was "clear", he went on to the
CONSTRAIN mode to unlink adjacencies which were between TPIAGE and
AMBULATORY ADMINISTRATION and between TRIAGE and EMPLOYEE HEALTH.
This sequence is shown in figure 3-8.
While replacing these two linkages with MAX.DIST., Herman
made it clear that he did not want to deal with physical distance.
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It was too early in the process for him to deal with actual
numbers. He wanted instead to specify the relationships between
spaces in a qualitative way. "Can I just say NEAR and how near
later after I've seen some arrangements. Once I've seen some
geometries, numbers will mean something." This is an important
issue. Namely, in order to deal with the design problems in the
early stages, the ability to specify objectives non-quantitatively
is fundamental. In essence, the objectives can be quantified only
as part of the solution finding process.
However, since there was no alternative at this point, Herman
specified the MIAX.DIST. constraint and went on to MOVE SPACE mode
(figure 3-8), where he began to arange the spaces. The machine
began to suboptimize the configurations in ARRANGE mode, and he
interrupted from time to time to move spaces. After few minutes,
he changed the size of a space accidently. As explained earlier,
the light pen can "see" the wrong thing, and in this case an
intended move had been interpreted as a change in shape. Since no
areas had been constrained, the modified space simply stayed at
the new area. He did not want to proceed with this scheme any
further (figure 3-9), because the area of the space was no longer
"valid". "By inadvertently changing this area, I have invalidate
the meaning of the diagram." He chose to go back to the stage
shown in figure 3-8 (this had been saved earlier), from which he
was able to return to quickly. From this point on, he arranged
spaces in the MOVE ONLY submode of ARRANGE. As he moved the
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spaces, he visually tested their configuration (figure 3-10).
After working fc
elavorate the scope c
specifying additional
new spaces up to the
used the capabilities
3-12a, figure 3-12b,
potential use for thi
to show the hospital
too sophisticated for
the surface. Perhaps
further, fill in the
the limits of our tim
to address
developed.
several minutes in this way, he decided
the problem by adding more spaces and
to
adjacencies (figure 3-11). He moved so-e of
another level. This was the first t ime he had
of the three dimensional arrangement (1igure
figure 3-12c). lie commented about one
s three dimensional capabilities: "I'd like
administrators what's on Which floor. This is
this particular phase. We've only scratched
if I could come back later, I could go -uch
gaps." Both Herman and I were distressed by
e together. He had to leave only as he began
the 3 dimensional issues for which MAS had been
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111-6 CONCLUSION
Because of the restriction of the time,
application was not sufficiant to completely
this experimental
evaluate how well MAS
its design
important observations were
observations can be summaris
1) A new user can learn how
pursuing a design project, i
instruction.
2) The system which deals wi
stages requires the ability
non-quantitatively.
The rudimentary solution for
assistance role. However, some
made in this experiment. These
ed as follows:
to operate the system which ac
f he is given some "offline"
tual 1 y
th the design problems in the early
to specify objectives somehow
this problem is the Implementation of
weight factors for constraints.
3) Interactive design systems, like MAS, require efficic
facilities to solicit the user's creativity.
Herman wanted "visual clarity" to clarify the problem he
dealing with.
4) There are still problems about the system's hardware.
The light pen has an unwieldy properties to use.
5) Some proposals to deal with the third dimension (vert
made.
One is the capabilities to specify floor levels explicit
another is the way to handle skiD floor planning
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system fulfilled
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was
ical) were
ly, and
These are some prominent observations made in the
experimental application. These observations have important
suggestions for the further research and development of the design
system.
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I V
CONCLUSION
AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
IV CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
MAS is the first attempt to
implement the capabilities to deal
with architectural space
allocation problems In three
dimensions into a minicomputer.
Namely, MAS creates the three
dimensional image for spaces and
allows to manipulate this
abstractive Image. From the
standpoint of architectural
design, in a sense, HAS has the
characteristics of the clay model
as well as the pencil and paper
(figure 4-1, figure 4- 4 ).
figure 4-1
As
(CAD)
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a Computer Aided Design
system, MAS has accomplished
the several capabilities which
would be beneficial to the
development of the CAD syster'in
the near future. However, MAS is
not yet a complete architectural
design tool. This is because tAS
does not provide sufficient
effectiveness to be applied to
"real world" design activities.
But the direction that IAS is
aiming at has the possibilities to
be developed as a useful
architectural design tool. This
was proved in the experimental
application in this project.
In order to be compatible with
and efficient to the actual design
tasks, MAS' capabilities to deal
with human activities could be
reinforced in several ways. One of
the most interesting problems in
this approach consists in the way
to deal with the circulation
problems. Another approach which
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extends the MIAS' capabilities
would be the development of the
abilities to handle the elements
of the spaces. These elements
would be walls, doorways, windows,
etc. By means of the large amount
of the memory controled by the
computers, the data of the
performance of these elements
could be menipulated as well as
graphic imformation. And the
computer could achieve the
evaluation of the solutions in
terms of the performance
specification of the building.
This approach could be performed
by the large data base computer
system which is one of the most
effecient ways to apply computers
to the architectural design
problems.
In order to pursue this
approach, the systematic way to
handle the elements of the
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studied in the
d, and the
the data
to the computer
in the computer
in terms of capability to
arrange space in three dimensions,
which is one of the most
distinctive characteristics of
HAS, there are some next steps
that could extend MAS' three
dimensional capabilities. One of
them is the implementation of the
facility to align spaces (or
walls) vertically (figure 4-2a,
figure 4-2b, figure 4-2c).
Currently, MAS has the enclosure
facility which can be applied to
align spaces vertically as well as
horizontally (figure4-3a, figure
4-3b, figure 4-3c). But more
efficient way could be developed
and this vertical alignment
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building suold be
architectural fiel
implementation of
management system
should be studied
science field.
facility should work in accordance
with the structural design of the
building. Another step would be
the implementation of the facility
to solve vertical relationships
between spaces more effectively in
terms of human activities and
functions of the building (ie:
vertical circulation, vertical
mechanical facilities, acoustics,
etc.).
In the architectural design,
the most critical problem is
finding out the way to synthesize
the various information created in
the various fields within the
architectural design.
I believe that computers will
play an important role in these
architectural design processes of
synthesis.
figure 4-4
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Yessios,
APPENDIX
Programmer's Mlanual
APPENDIX (Programmer's
I) Data Structure
1. Structure g
fi le name
1-1 Substructure
variables for
number
the current n
name (30)
space name
area (30)
area constrai
GRAPH. INDL.PL1
GRAPHP. INCL.PL1
GRAPHP1. INCL. PL1
GRAPHL.INCL.PL1
space
constraints of spaces
fixed
umber of existing spaces. up to 30
char (15)
fixed
nt. initial value 0.
default value.is stored as
ratio (30) fixed
proportion constraint. ini
dim_x (30) fixed
x dimension of the space.
dimy (30) fixed
y dimension of the space.
dim_z (30) fixed
z dimension of the space.
attributes (30) bit (4)
first bit ----- fixed const
second bit ---- rigid const
third bit ------ lappable co
forth bit ----- unused
initial value 0.
status (30) bit(1)
node ------ active blinking
cuboid ---- square with bli
initial value 0.
1-2 Substructure
a negative value
tial value 0.
initial value
initial value
0.
0.
initial value 0.
raint
raint
nstrai
of
of
nt
the space
the space
of the space
node
nking name
link
variables for constraints between spaces
number fixed
the current number of
spcl (50) fixed
space number
te constraints between the two spaces
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ManualI)
spc2 (50) fixed
space number
type (50) fixed
the type of the constraint
1 ----- adjacent
2 ----- overlap
3 ----- enclose
4 -max.dist.
5 ----- min.dist.
data (50) fixed
data of the constraint
type 1, 2, 3 ------ value 0
status (50) bit (1)
if 1 then either of the two spaces is activated
1-3 Substructure parti
variables for the current location of the space
x (30) fixed
x coordinate of the location of the space (central point)
y (30) fixed
y coordinate of the location of the space (central point)
z(30) fixed
z coordinate of the location of the space (central point)
sx (30) fixed
a half size of the space in the x direction
sy (30) fixed
a half size of the space in the y direction
sz (30) fixed
a half size of the space in the z direction
scale (2) float
scale factor for each screen. initial value 10.
s (2) fixed
variable to calculate scale factors. initial value 0.
dx (2) fixed
x displacement for each screen. initial value 0.
dy (2) fixed
y displacement for each screen. initial value 0.
dz (2) fixed
z displacement for each screen. initial value 0.
co-type (3,6) fixed
matrix for the coordination between xyz coordinates system
and 6 screen types.
initialized as: 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 1 1 1 2 2
2 2 2 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 2 2 1 1
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2. Structure buffer
fi le name BUFFER. INCL. PL1
mostly for imlac dynamic graphic lists and atomids.
menulbuffer
variable for
menu2_buffer (2
variables for
display-buffer
variables for
sp-buffers an
indicatebuffer
variables for
(4 cursors, 2
and scales)
cursorbuffer (
variables for
reportbuffer (
variables for
(for the spac
INK facility
scale_buffer (2
variables for
arrowbuffer (6
variables for
appear around
spear-buffer (4
variables for
x, y or z dire
deadbuffer
variable for t
al ive_buffer
variable for t
empty-buffer
variable for t
menul_callid
variable for t
in the master
menu2_callid (2)
variables for
in the master
displaybuffer (
varialbes for
in the master
indicate_callid
variables for
in the master
the 1
)
the
(2)
the
d lin
(2)
the
sma 1
fixed
ist of the upper menu on the both screens
fi xed
list of the lower menu for each screen
fixed
list of the display bufferwhich contains
k_buffers for each screen
fixed
list of the screen indicators
1 arrows, 2 spears, display type name
2,4) fixed
the list of the 4 cursors for each screen
2) fixed
the list of the various temporary figures
e which has just been made, constrain repor
, and scope for view)
) fixed
the list of the scales for the each screen
) fixed
the list of the 6 small arrows, two of whi
the key figure
fixed
the list of the 4 big arrows which indicat
ction
fixed
he list of the deactivated node
fixed
he list of the active node
fixed
he empty list
fixed
he atom for the menulbuffer
list
fixed
the atom for
list
2) fixed
the atom for
list
(2) fixed
the atom for
list
cursorcallid (2,4) fixed
variables for the atom for
t
ch
e
the each menu2_buffer
the each displaybuffer
the each indicatebuffer
the each cursorbuffer in the each
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indicatebuffer
cut_depthId (2) fixed
variables for the atom for the dotted line in the
cursorbuffer initial value 10
report callid (2) fixed
variables for the atom for the each report-buffer
in the master list
scalecallid (2) fixed
variables for the atom of the each scale buffer in the
indicate_b
mlblink (2:
vari abl es
mltext (7)
variables
menulname (
character
menu1
ml_text5
variable f
uffe
6)
for
for
5:6)
stri
or t
r
fixed
the atom for the blink
fixed
the atom of the menul
char (12)
ngs for the forth and
he a
mn2_blink (2,12) fi
variables for the at
m2_text (2,12) fi
variables for the at
menu2_buffer
spcallid (2,30) fi
variables for the at
di splaybuffer
sptextid (2,30) fi
variables for the at
spbuffer (2,30) fi
variables for the li
link_buffer (2,50) fi
variables for the li
"ink_calid (2,50) fi
variables for the at
di spl ay_buffer
drawingtype fi
1 -- graph (nodes an
initial value 1
display-type (2) fi
variables for the di
1 -- floor plan
2 -- ceiling plan
3 -- front x-section
4 -- back x-section
5 -- right y-section
6 -- left y-section
initial value (1,3)
cutvalue (2) fi
variables for the cu
initial value (18,-1
fixed
tom of the fifth i
xed
om for
xed
om for
xed
om for
xed
om for
xed
st for
xed
st for
xed
in the menulbuffer
items in the menulbuffer
the fifth item of the
tem of the menul
the blink in each menu2_buffer
the menu2 items In each
each spbuffer in each
the space name in each sp-buffer
the each space. initial value 0.
the linkage. Initial value 0.
om of te each linkbuffer in the each
xed
d links) 2 --
xed
splay-type for
xed
tting
50)
location
cuboi d
the each screen
for each screen
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cut-depth (2) fixed
variables for the view depth of each sc
initial value (48,300)
hand fixed
variable for the handedness
right-handed -250
left-handed 440
pauseamt fixed
variable to be used to arm QCROSS etc.
imlat_type fixed
variable for the input type of the data
1 -- QPEN
2 -- QCROSS
3 -- typed-in
1 stack (0:8)
2 list fixed
2 atom fixed
variables for QPEN
(ix, iy, iz) fixed
variables for the screen coordinates sy
depth fixed
variable for QPEN
id
variable for the
string
character string
2-1 Substructure
reen
stem
fixed
dummy atom
char (72) varying
for the typed-in command
view
variables for the view position for the perspective drawing
vp (3) fixed
x, y, z coordinates of the eye
initial value (400,-400,300)
thetal float
horizontal angle of the view d
initial value -0.7854
theta2 float
vertical angle of the view dir
initial value 2.05
posi tion
irection
ection
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File Name Entry points Called From Other Subroutine
Called
-------------------------------------------------------------
AVGERR AVGERR PROCIG
-------------------------------------------------------------
CALLAR BACKGR DISPAT PROCAR
FOREGR PROCIG
--------------------------------------------------------------
CALLCO BACKGR DISPAT PROCO0
FOREGR PROCCO
-------------------------------------------------------------
CALLIN BACKGR DISPAT INIT IM
FOREGR PROC0O
-------------------------------------------------------------
CALLMV BACKGR DISPAT PROCOO
FOREGR PROCMV
-------------------------------------------------------------
CALLPP BACKGR DISPAT PROCOO
FOREGR PROCPP
-------------------------------------------------------------
CALLRL BACKGR DISPAT PROCOO
FOREGR PROCRL
-------------------------------------------------------------
CALLVW BACKGR DISPAT PROC0O
FOREGR PROCVW
--- ---------- -------------- ---------------------------------
CHCHCL CHCKCL CLIPP
EXAM IN
-------------------------------------------------------
CHCKL0 CHCKLO LINKS
NODES
PPOCMV
PROCAR
RPRECT
--------------- ----------------------------------------
CLIPP CLIPP CURSOR CHCKCL
LINKS
RPRECT
- ---------------------- -------------- ---------------------
COLECT COLECT WORNOC
DRWINT PROCRL
-------------------------- ----------------------
CURSOR CURSOR INDCAT CLIPP
PROCPP SWAPP
PROCVW
-- -------------- --------------- ----------------------------
DELSP DELSP PROCSP
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File Name Entry Point Called From Other Subroutine
Called
DISPAT DISPAT BACKGR
FOREGR
I N I TD
S WA P P
DSCALE DSCALE PROCPP
PROCVW
EXAMI N EXAMIN WORNOC CHCKCL
DRAWIT
FFLINK FFLINK PROCCO LINKS
UNLINK
INDCAT INDCAT PROCVW CURSOR
SWAPP
INITD INITD DISPAT LINKS
INITDS PROCAR NODES
PROCCO RPRECT
PROCPP SWAPP
PROCSP
PROCVW
I N I T IIM IN I T IM FOREGR INITMI
(CALLIN) SAVEIT
SWA PP
INITM1 INITMI INITIM SWAPP
IN ITM2 IN ITM2 PROCAR SWAPP
PROCCO
PROCMV
PROCPP
PROCSP
PROCVW
LINKS LINKS FFLINK CHCKLO
INITD CLIPP
PROCSP SWAPP
TRDADI
NCLOSE NCLOSI PROCAR
NCLOSQ PROCMV
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File Name Entry Point Called From Other Subroutine
Cal led
NODES NODES IN I TD CHCKLO
PROCCO S'APP
PROCHV TRDADI
PROCSP
PRINT PRINT PROCCO
PROCOO PROCOO BACKGR
PROCAR PROCAR FOREG R CHCKL O
(CALLAR) INITD
I N I Tt12
NCLOSI
NC LOS Q
RESHAP
RPRECT
SVWA P P
TRDADI
XX SHAP
----------------------- --------------- -----------
PROCCO PROCCO FOREGR FFLI1NK
(CALLCO) INITD
INITM2
NODES
PRINT
RESHA P
RPRECT
SWAPP
TRDIDA
UNLINK
----------------------- ---------------------------
PROCG PROCIG BACKGR AVGERR
(CALLAR) RPRECT
------------------------------- ------- -------
PROCMV PROCMV FOREGR CHCKLO
(CALLMV) INITM2
L INKS
NCLOSI
NCLOSQ
NODES
SWAPP
TRDADI
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-i le Name Entry Point Called From Other Subroutine
Cal led
--------------------------------------m------
PROCPP PROCPP FOREGR CURSOR
(CALLPP) CLIPP
DSCALE
INITD
INITDS
INITM2
INVE RS
S1 A PP
VI EWIPP
------------ ------ ----------- ------ ------
PROCRL PROCRL FOREGR DRW INT
(CALLRL) POINT
S WAPP
V I EW
WORNOC
------------------ ---- ---- -----
PROCSP PROCS.P FOREGR DELSP
(CALLSP) INITD
INITM2
LINKS
NODES
RPRECT
SIA PP
TRDADI
--------------------- -------
PROCVW PROCVW FOREGR CURSOR
(CALLVW) DSCALE
INDCAT
INITD
INITDS
INITM2
SWA PP
------------- ------- ------------
RESHAP RESHAP PROCAR RPRECT
XXSHAP PROCCO TRDADI
TRDIDA
RPRECT RPRECT INITD CHCKLO
PROCAR CLIPP
PROCCO SWAPP
PROCSP TRDADI
RESHAP
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File Name Entry Point Called From Other Subroutine
Cal led
-------------------------------------------------------------
SAVEIT SAVEIT INITIM
-------------------------------------------------
SWAPP SWAPP CURSOR
DISPAT
INDCAT
I t I TDS
I NJ I T I tH-
I N I Ttl2
LINKS
NODES
PROCAR
PROCCO
PROCMV
PROCPP
PROCRL
PROCSP
PROCVW
RPRECT
TRDADI TRDADI LINKS
NODES
PROCAR
PROCMV
RESHA P
RPRECT
TRDIDA TRDIDA PROCCO
PROCSP
RESHAP
VIEW VIEW PROCRL
POINT
----------- --------------- -------------------
VIEWPP VIEWPP PROCPP
INVERS
WORNOC WORNOC PROCRL COLECT
WORN0C WORNOC
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AVGERR
Accumulate motions of spaces
(location x, y and z and size x and y)
Report a final average
dcl AVGERR entry(structure);
call AVGERR(linkbuf);
CALLAR
dcl
cal
cal
l1
l1
CALLCO
dcl
cal
cal
l1
l1
Provide entry points FOREGR and BACKGR for the DISPAT
in the overlaid CALLAR.LOADMOD
(FOREGR,BACKGR) entry(structure,fixed,structure);
FOREGR(g, flag, buffer);
BACKGR(g, f lag, buffer);
Same usage as CALLAR in the overlaid CALLCO.LOADMOD
(FOREGR,BACKGR) entry(structure,fixed,structure);
FOREGR(g,flag,buffer);
BACKGR(g,flag,buffer);
CALLIN
Same usage as CALLAR in the overlaid CALLIN.LOADMOD
dcl (FOREGR, BACKGR) entry(structure,fixed,structure);
call FOREGR(g,flag,buffer);
call BACKGR(gflagbuffer);
Same usage as CALLAR
(FOREGRBACKGR) entry(
FOREGR(g, flag, buffer)
BACKGR(g, flag, buffer)
in the overlaid CALLMV.LOADMOD
structure,fixed, structure);
;
;
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CALLMV
dcl
cal l
call
Same usage as CALLAR in the overlaid CALLPP.LOADMOD
(FOR EGR, BACKGR) entry (structure, f i xed, structure);
FOREGR(g,flag, buffer);
BACKGR(g, flag, buffer);
Same usage as CALLAR in the overlaid CALLRL.LOADMOD
(FOREGR, BACKGR) entry(structure,fixed,structure);
FOREGR(g,flag, buffer);
BACKGR(g, flag, buffer);
Same usage as CALLAR in the overlaid CALLSP.LOADMOD
(FOREGR, BACKGR) entry(structure, fixed, structure);
FOREGR(g, flag, buffer);
BACKGR(g, flag, buffer);
Same usage as
(FOREGR, BACKGR)
FOREGR(g, flag,
BACKGR(g, flag,
CALLAR in the overlaid CALLVW.LOADMOD
entry(structure,fixed,structure);
buffer);
buffer);
CHCKCL
This routine clips the part of a line which is outside
the squre window.
When returned value is 0, x and y coordinates do not
have meaning.
When a part or entire line falls inside the window,
returned value is 1.
dcl CHCKCL entry(fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed)
returns(fi xed);
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CALLPP
dcl
cal
cal
l1
l1
CALLRL
dcl
cal
cal
l1
1
CALLSP
dcl
cal
cal
l1
l1
CALLVW
dcl
ca 1
cal
l1
l1
signal = CHCKCL(cxl, cyl,cx2,cy2,sx,sy,wdxy);
CHCKLO
This routine analyses the
wi th the view depth.
When returned value is -1,
When returned value is 0,
depth.
When returned value is 1,
plane.
dcl CHCKLO entry(fixed,fixed,fi
returns (f i xed);
location of the space concerned
the space is not visible.
the space is within the visible
the space is cut by the cutting
xed, f I xed, f i xed)
signal = CHCKLO(displaytypecut_valuecut_dep th,sp_1oc,
sp-dpth);
CL I PP
This routine calls CHCKCL and draws a line within a
window.
dcl CLIPP entry(fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed);
call CLIPP(hand,xl,yl,x2,y2,atom_id);
COLECT
This
the
When
draw
routine collects dots on the intersecting lines
perspective.
this routine is called from the entry point DRW
s intersecting lines.
dcl COLECT entry(fi xed,fixed,fixed,fixed);
dcl DRWINT entry;
call COLECT(x,y,pl,p2);
call DRWINT;
CURSOR
in
I NT,
This routine calculates the loction of the cursors and
the dotted line which are the indications of the view.
dcl CURSOR entry(structure,structure,fixed);
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call CURSOR(partibuffer,d);
note: When cursor is not going to cut its own screen,
variable ix(in buffer) should be assigned
to the value 4000.
DELSP
When a space is deleted, this routine corrects the
data structure.
dcl DELSP entry(structure,fixed);
call DELSP(g, i);
note: This routine only maintains the data structure.
The data for the graphics must be corrected.
DISPAT
Main line routine which handles overlays, calls FOREGR
and BACKGR as necessary, and watches for the user's
activity.
DSCALE
This routine displays scales on each screen.
dcl DSCALE entry(structurestructure,fixed);
call DSCALE(g.parti,buffer,d);
EXAMIN
This routine examines the status of a polygon related
to a window.
When returned value is -1, the status of a polygon is
di sjoint.
When returned value is 0, the polygon is a surrounder
of the window.
When returned value is greater than 0, the polygon is a
intersector.
When this routine is entered from the entry point DRAWIT,
the part or entire polygon, which is inside the window,
will be drawn.
dcl (EXAMIN, DRAWVIT) entry(structure,fi xed,fixed,fixed,fixed)
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returns (fi xed);
status = EXAMIN(p,i,wsxwsy,wdxy);
status = DRAWIT(p, I,wsx,wsy,wdxy);
note: The returned value of DRAWIT has no meaning.
FFLINK
Thi s
When
the i
routine maintains the data structure for linkages.
this routine is entered from the entry point UNLINK,
ndicated linkake will be deleted if any.
dcl (FFLINK,UNLINK) entry(structure, structure, structure, f i xed,
f i xed, f i xed, f i xed);
call FFLINK(g,buffermenu2,spacel,space2,kind,data);
call UNLINK(gbuffer,menu2,spacel,space2,kind,data);
INDCAT
This routine maintains the indications on the screen.
These are display type name, 2 little arrows for the
key figure and 2 spears for x, y or z direction.
This routine calls CURSOR routine.
dcl INDCAT entry(structurestructure);
call INDCAT(g, buffer);
I N I T D
This
When
only
routine replaces the display buffers.
this routine is entered from the entry point
one display buffer will be replaced.
IN ITDS,
dcl INITD entry(structure,structure);
dcl INITDS entry(structurestructure,fixed);
call INITD(g,buffer);
call INITDS(g,buffer,d);
I N I T I M
This routine initializes all the permanent IMLAC buffers
and create dummy empty buffers which will be replaced
later.
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dcl
cal l
This routine handles save and retrieve facilities.
INITIM entry(structure,fixedstructure);
IN IT IM(g, fl ag, buffer);
IN ITM1
This routine draws MENUl.
dcl INITM1 entry(structure);
call INITMl(buffer);
INITM2
This routine draws MENU2 and is called from PROCAR,
PROCCO, PROCMV, PROCPP, PROCSP and PROCVW.
dcl INITM2 entry(structure,structure);
call INITM2(buffermenu2);
LI NKS
This routine draws a line as a linkage constrain.
When either space falls out the visible depth, this
ruotine dravs no lines.
dcl LINKS entry( structure, structure, f i xed, fixed);
call LINKS(g,buffer,d,i);
NCLOSE
dcl
dcl
cal
cal
This routine activates certain number of spaces by the
INK facility.
This routine should be called by the entry point NCLOSI
first and later NCLOSQ.
NCLOSI entry(fixed,fixed);
NCLOSQ entry(fixed,fixed,fixed);
NCLOSI (coarseness,ans);
NCLOSQ(tx, ty,ans);
l1
l1
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NODES
This routine calls dead or alive node buffer for each
space which is within the view depth.
dcl NODES(structure,structure,fixed,fi xed);
call NODES(g,buffer,d, i);
PRINT
This routine contains the format for the print out.
This routine is called from PROCCO.
dcl PRINT entry(structure,structure);
call PRINT(g,menu2);
PROCOO
This is a dummy background routine..
dcl PROCOO entry(structurefixed,structure);
call PROCOO(g,flag,buffer);
PROCAR
This is a foreground routine of the CALLAR.LOADHOD.
dcl PROCAR entry(structure,fixed,structure);
call PROCAR(gflag, buffer);
PROCCO
This is a foreground routine of the CALLCO.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCCO entry(structure,fixed,structure);
call PROCCO(g, flag,buffer);
PROCIG
This is a background routine of the CALLAR.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCIG entry(structure,fixedstructure);
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call PROCIG(gflag,buffer);
PROCMV
This is a foreground routine of the CALLMV.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCMV entry(structure,fixedstructure);
call PROCMV(g,flag,buffer);
PROCPP
This Is a foreground routine of the CALLPP.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCPP entry(structure,fIxed,structure);
call PROCPP(g,flag,buffer);
PROCRL
This is a foreground routine of the CALLRL.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCRL entry(structure,fixed,structure);
call PROCRL(g,flag,buffer);
PROCSP
This is a foreground routine of the CALLSP.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCSP entry(structure,fixedstructure);
call PROCSP(g,flagbuffer);
PROCVW
This is a foreground routine of the CALLVW.LOADMOD.
dcl PROCVW entry(structure,fixed,structure);
call PROCVW(gflag,buffer);
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This routine reshapes the rectangular space.
When this routine is entered from the entry poi
it reshapes two sides of the space together.
nt XXSHAP,
dcl (RESHAP,XXSHAP) entry(structure,structure,fixed,fixed);
call RESHAP(g, buffer, d, space);
cal l XXSHAP(g, buffer, d, space);
RPRECT
This routine draws a square for the space.
dcl RPRECT entry(structure,fixedstructure);
call RPRECT(g,buffer,d.i);
SAVE IT
This routine saves and retrieves data strlucture
GRAPH(g).
dcl SAVE IT entry(structure,f ixed, char( 32));
call SAVEIT(g,flag,fname);
routine swaps
the new buffer
create a new l
the imlac
has not
ist and f
buffer list with new one.
been created, this routine
inish in its append mode.
dcl SWAPP entry(fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed);
call SWAPP(master_buffer,callid,oldbuffer,new_buffer);
This routine transforms
the display coordinates
the data coordinates
system.
system to
dcl TRDADI entry(structure,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,
fixed);
call TRDADI(g.parti,d_type,d,i,tx,ty,c_value);
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RESHAP
SWAPP
This
When
will
TRDADI
This routine transforms
to the data coordinates
the display coordinates system
system.
dcl TRDIDA entry(structure,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,
fixed);
call TRDIDA(g.parti,dtype,d,i,txty,c_value);
V IEW
This routine makes the data base for the perspective
drawing.
dcl VIEW entry(structure,fixed);
dcl POINT entry(structurestructure,structurefixedfixed,
fixed, fixed,fixed);
call VIEW(buffer.view,hand)
call POINT(buffer.view,p,g.
VI EWPP
parti, ,ii, v(j ),v(jj ),v(jjj));
This routine provides just a transformation matrix.
dcl VIEWPP entry(structure);
dcl INVERS entry(structure,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,fixed,
fixed);
call VIEWPP(buffer.view);
call INVERS(buffer.view,xl,yl,zl,x2,y2,z2);
WORNOC
This routine excutes the Wornock algorithm.
This is a recursive routine.
dcl WORNOC entry(structure,fixed,fixed,fixed);
call WORNOC(pwsxwsy,wdxy);
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TRD IDA
